
From basics to advanced topics, goDeep guides
learners systematically, building a strong foundation
and understanding of the cyber world.

Showcasing characters across organisational levels,
goDeep demonstrates cybersecurity's universal
impact, fostering a sense of shared responsibility.

'goDeep Stories' turns complex cybersecurity
awareness lessons into memorable stories, ensuring
deep engagement and lasting understanding.

'goDeep Phishing' simulates phishing attacks
on your organisation, teaching recognition and
response skills.

Engaging Narratives Realistic Simulations
'goDeep Breaches' tracks all registered email
addresses and notifies you if they have appeared
on publicised breaches.

Publicised Breach Notifications

Our Portal tracks training progress, schedules
reminders, and presents detailed reports to ensure
you can demonstrate compliance.

Training Progress & Scoring

Monitor your organisation training, phishing and
breach profile through stats and insights that
measure and establish risk.

Stats & Insights

We also offer a fully managed service that oversees
your security behavior and culture program,
incorporating ongoing training, assessments, and
improvements to ensure your team remains vigilant
and informed against evolving cyber threats.

Managed Service

We send phishing emails that appear to come
from your colleagues, simulating spear phishing
and business email compromise attacks.

Spear Phishing and BEC

Create bespoke spear phishing sims for
individuals or groups using our menu system to
select template, subject, sender and recipient.

Craft Bespoke Phishing sims

Phish on a schedule so that your team continues
to learn over time, giving you a rich source of
information to establish your risk profile.

Schedule Regular Simulations

Staff caught out by phishing simulations are
automatically assigned a specific phishing re-
training module.

Automatic Click Response

We believe that continuous exposure to phishing
sims is both an invaluable training aid and also a
useful measurement of risk in your organisation.

Exposure andMeasurement

Diverse Insights

Progressive Learning

Practical Strategies

CyberSecurity: Humanised

Contact us now for a demo and a free trialwww.dctsecurity.com

CustomContent Creation
info@dctsecurity.com

Train Track
Kick-Start your Security Behaviour and Culture Program Today

Every story ends with actionable steps, directly
linking concepts to real-world defences and making
cybersecurity practical for everyday life.

By depicting real impacts and scenarios, goDeep
makes the abstract field of cybersecurity relatable,
highlighting the importance of digital vigilance.

We create customised content just for you that 
addresses your unique organisaitonal challenges, 
risks, policies and procedures.

Test


